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ORBITS AND CHARACTERS ASSOCIATED
TO HIGHEST WEIGHT REPRESENTATIONS

DAVID H. COLLINGWOOD

(Communicated by Jonathan M. Rosenberg)

Abstract. We relate two different orbit decompositions of the flag variety.

This allows us to pass from the closed formulas of Boe, Enright, and Shelton

for the formal character of an irreducible highest weight representation to closed

formulas for the distributional character written as a sum of characters of gen-

eralized principal series representations. Otherwise put, we give a dictionary

between certain Lusztig-Vogan polynomials arising in Harish-Chandra module

theory and the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials associated to a relative category

cf of Hermitian symmetric type.

1. Introduction

Thirty-five years ago, Harish-Chandra showed how each complex structure on

a Hermitian symmetric space G/K gives rise to a family of irreducible highest

weight representations of G. Several people have studied these representations,
typically from one of two viewpoints, depending on the representation theoretic

category in which one wishes to work. On the one hand, these representations lie

in a category tfp , containing generalized Verma modules induced from a max-

imal parabolic subalgebra determined by the implicit complex structure. On

the other hand, these highest weight modules are admissible (#, A)-modules

and as such lie in the category ^f of Harish-Chandra modules for G. Each

category contains a family of standard modules with unique irreducible quo-

tients and one can formulate a character problem. In category cfp , we consider

formal characters and the problem is to write the formal character of an ir-

reducible highest weight module as a sum of characters of generalized Verma

modules with certain coefficients; in this case, one constructs a Hecke mod-

ule J?p , which gives rise to a collection of recursively defined Kazhdan-Lusztig

polynomials in one variable (say u) and the desired coefficients are (up to sign)
given by these polynomials evaluated at u — 1. In the category ßf? 'xW, we

consider the distribution character of a globalization of each irreducible highest

weight module, and the problem is write this character as a sum of charac-

ters of generalized principal series representations (i.e. induced from discrete
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series representations of G) with certain coefficients; here, a Hecke module JKk

associated to the pair (G, K) gives rise to a collection of recursively defined

Lusztig-Vogan polynomials and the desired coefficients are (up to sign) given by

these polynomials evaluated at u = 1.

The point of this note is to show that every Lusztig-Vogan polynomial as-

sociated to an irreducible highest weight representation coincides with one of

the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials associated to a Hermitian symmetric category
cfp. Works of Boe, Enright-Shelton, and Lascoux-Schultzenberger provide us

with closed formulas for these Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials (see [2, 6]), hence

we obtain closed formulas for the Lusztig-Vogan polynomials associated to an

irreducible highest weight module. From a general viewpoint, this coincidence

is striking, since the complexity of the Hecke module structure on Jf^ makes

that of J£p pale by comparison. However, if we adopt the geometric viewpoint
toward representation theory, we can think of representations as corresponding

to orbits in the flag variety (modulo some issues regarding flat connections on

the orbits). The representation theory in the category cfp (resp. iïfW) is related

to the P-orbit (resp. K-orbit) structure on the flag variety 3S of all Borel subal-
gebras of the complexified Lie algebra of G, where P (resp. K) is a parabolic

subgroup of G corresponding to the complex structure on G/K (resp. is the

complexification of a maximal compact subgroup K of G ; we assume through-

out that G is a matrix group so that such a K exists). The parabolic subgroup

P has Levi decomposition P = KN and hence every P-orbit is K-stable and

itself a union of K-orbits. Using known dictionaries between character formu-

las and the Euler characteristics of certain intersection cohomology complexes

(defined over characteristic p ), we can see that the desired relationship be-

tween Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials and Lusztig-Vogan polynomials amounts

to a good description of the connection between K-orbits and P-orbits. The

thrust of this note is to give just such a connection. Our analysis depends on
three ingredients: (i) a recent paper of Richardson-Springer [12], which gives a

combinatorial description of the Bruhat order on symmetric varieties; (ii) the
essential geometric lemma in [4] used to compute the Hecke module structure
on J?p and Vogan's analogous calculation for Jf¡x in [14]; and (iii) a very spe-

cial property of the Bruhat posets V\lp attached to a Hermitian symmetric pair.
The main results and proofs are given in the next section. Section 2 illustrates

our results in the case of SL2K and SU(2, 2). In a separate joint paper with

B. Boe [3], we show how these ideas allow one to carry over the "orthogonal

sets" of Enright-Shelton to the Harish-Chandra module setting.

1. Main results

Let (G, K) be an irreducible Hermitian symmetric pair, with G assumed
to be linear. Then A is a maximal compact subgroup of G ; the corresponding

complexifications are denoted by boldface letters K and G. If we fix a com-

plex structure on the symmetric space G/K, then this determines a parabolic
subgroup P of G with the property that the compact dual symmetric space

Gv/K = G/P ; see [7]. Denote the Lie algebra of P by /s and the complexified

Lie algebras of G and K by p and £, respectively. Then we have a Levi

decomposition /z = 4 © a. Let 33 denote the flag variety G/B, where B is

a Borel subgroup of G compatible with P. Then P and K both act on 33,
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decomposing it into a finite disjoint union of orbits; see [1, 9]. Let W^ denote

the minimal length right coset representatives of vv>\vV, where W (resp., W>)
is the Weyl group associated to p (resp. £). As is well known, we have a

P-orbit decomposition

33 =   [j cfw.

Next, let V index the K-orbits in 33 and write the K-orbit decomposition

m.= \\Ts.
<5€V

Since K is a subgroup of P, each P-orbit tfw is K-stable and itself is a union

of K-orbits. Since K is connected, each P-orbit cfw contains a unique open

dense K-orbit zT/gw , for some ôw e V. If A is a subset of 33 , we denote by

A the Zariski closure of A in 33. Recall that Wp is a partially ordered set

under the Bruhat order <:y < w if and only if rfw D cfy . On the set V we

introduce the closure ordering <^: *Vs D ^ if and only if y <k à . The order

relations < and <k make Wp and V into partially ordered sets, which possess

length functions / : define /(•••) on V (resp. Wp) by l(%) = dimcT5 - t,

(resp. l(w) = dime tfw - r), where t = the dimension of the closed K-orbits

(resp. r is the dimension of the closed P-orbit) in 33 . In our setting, t = r —

dixnc33-(l/2)(dixnuG/K).

(1.1) Lemma (Closure lemma). If w eWp, then ~%~w = \Jy<w cfw=c%.

Remarks, (i) Our proof of ( 1.1 ) has the advantage of simultaneously producing

an algorithm for computing the decomposition of a P-orbit into K-orbits, using

the coherent continuation calculus; see remarks following Lemma (1.2).

(ii) This lemma is asserting that the closures of certain K-orbits are unions

of P-orbits; this is not true in general. The simplest example occurs in SL2R.

If we fix a holomorphic structure on G/K corresponding to P, then we see

that one of the closed K-orbits \W coincides with the closed P-orbit, while the

other closed K-orbit zW* is not a union of P-orbits; we can choose the opposite

holomorphic structure corresponding to the opposite parabolic subgroup P and
show 2^* is a closed P-orbit. But in general, varying the complex structure is

not enough. For example, consider the case of SU(2, 2) in (2.2) ; the K-orbit

labeled 2^15 is not a union of P-orbits for any P.

Using ( 1.1 ) we describe the decomposition of any cfw as a union of K-orbits.

To do so, for each w e \NP , we introduce a subset 5W of S, where S is the

Coxeter basis of W (relative to our fixed B): S^ = {s e S\ws < w} ; a subset of

the tau invariant of w .

(1.2) Lemma (Decomposition lemma). Let w e Wp, then we have cfw =

Uj-ev«, ̂ - wnere Vw = {y e y\y ^k öw and y £k Sws for all s eSw}.

Remarks. This result gives a closed formula for the K-orbit decomposition of

a P-orbit, in terms of the <a; order. On the other hand, as noted above, the

proof of ( 1.1 ) gives an algorithmic answer that does not depend on knowledge

of the full <k order, rather, only knowledge of its underlying weak order; this

is often more useful in explicit calculations.
We define a map A: V —► \NP by the rule that A(<5) = z, where cfz is the

unique P-orbit containing % . Lemma (1.2) gives a means for computing the
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map A, in terms of the order relation <K . A combinatorial description of

the order relation <K is given in [12]. Combinatorial models for V have been

floating around in the folklore for some time. In the classical cases, see [10]. In

the exceptional cases EIII and EVII (using the labeling in [7, p. 534]), one can

use the theory in [15]; see [3] for more on these. In §3 we describe the map A

in the cases of SL2E and SU(2, 2).
This leads us to our final consequence regarding the distribution character

of an irreducible highest weight module. Although not essential, to simplify

the statement and prevent obscuring the main point, we assume G is one of

the groups SU(p, q), SOe(2, 2n), SO*(2«), EIII, or EVIII; for the other Her-
mitian symmetric cases Sp„E and SOe(2, 2n+ 1), there is a slight difference

between the Lusztig-Vogan Bruhat ^-order and our <k , which must be ad-

dressed. Now [4, (3.5)—(3.12)] describes how to construct a Hecke module

Jfp , which depends on the P-orbit structure and certain P1-calculations. In a

similar spirit (and prior to [4]), Vogan constructed a Hecke module JÍk asso-

ciated to the block of the trivial representation (see [13, §9.2]), which depends

on the K-orbit structure and analogous P1-calculations; see [14, §5; 8]. Each of
the Hecke modules Jfp and JÍk gives rise to a collection of recursively defined

polynomials in one variable with integer coefficients, denoted

{Py,w(u)eZ[u]:y,we\Np}   and   {QyJ(u) eZ[u]:ô, y eV};

we refer to these as Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials and Lusztig-Vogan polyno-

mials, respectively. We are interested in relating these two sets of polynomials.

Recall that Qy,sw{u) ¿ 0 only if y <K Sw .

(1.3) Lemma (Comparison lemma). If y <k <>w . then Qy,sw(u) = P\(y),w(u) ■

Recall that V is in one-to-one correspondence with the block of the trivial

representation of G and hence so too with a subset of the set 3¡ of [8, 14]. As

described in [14], we may associate to each ô e3¡ a generalized principal series
representation n(ô) having a unique irreducible quotient ñ(ó) ; i.e. ô deter-

mines a triple (Ps = MgAgNg, og, v$) consisting of a Langlands decomposition

of a cuspidal parabolic subgroup P¿ of G, a relative discrete series represen-

tation as of M¿ and a "negative" character v§ on Ag . We use the notation

&g{ • • ) to denote the distribution character of a Harish-Chandra module. We
now have the following representation theoretic consequence of (1.3):

(1.4) Corollary (Character formula). For each w e Wp, we have

eG(ñ(Sw))=   ¿2 (-l)/Ä)+/(y)/A(y),™(l)eG(;r(y)).

As noted above, this gives closed formulas for these character expressions.

Bearing in mind the different index sets, this should be compared with the

classical character formula

e(ñ(Sw)) = ^(-i)'M+,Wr;,w(i)e(F,)
y<w

coming from category tfp , where Vy are generalized Verma modules (relative

to /> ). We illustrate this in (2.2) in the setting of SU(2, 2).
Finally, it is of interest to know when (if ever) all of the nonzero Lusztig-

Vogan polynomials associated to ?f(ôw ) are the constant polynomial 1. Recall

the notion of a Kostant module introduced in [5].
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(1.5) Corollary (Rationality result). Fix an irreducible Harish-Chandra module

ñ(Sw), w e \NP. The following are equivalent:

(i)   7f(Sw ) is a Kostant module;

(ii) for every y e V, y <K ôw ,  Qy,gw(u) = 1.

We now describe the proofs of (1.1)—(1.3). To begin, suppose 5 € S and

consider the P'-fibration ns:33 -^ 3ÖS to the variety of parabolics of type s. If

A is a subset of 33, we define X = n~x(ns(X)) ; this "hat" operation depends
on 5, which is always clear from context. Combining [4, (3.12), 14, (5.1)] we

see that tfw is a union of one or two P-orbits and 'Vg is a union of one, two,

or three K-orbits, for all w e \NP and ô e V.

We prove by induction on the length of ôw the following statement:

(*) ñi=\J*y
y<w

If l(Sw) is minimal, the zT^gw is a closed dense K-orbit inside the closed P-orbit

cfw and l(âw) = l(w) ; hence they coincide and (*) holds. Assume cPgw is not

a closed K-orbit. Then there exists j e S such that ws <w and ôws <k Sw .

By the "one-step-property" of Richardson-Springer [12, (7.7)],

K"   U   *r

But uy<„w4 = (iw^r = (^QA = ii}y<ws^r = \i^.A,*sm-
duction. A careful look at §5 of [12] shows us that the "one-step-property" holds

for P-orbits and we have \}y<ws@y = cfw = \Jy<wc?y ; this is (*) and (1.1) is

proved.

We assert that for each z e VJP,

{**) %yQc%   if and only if   y <K ôz.

If y <k àz, then by definition and (1.1), Vy Ç Wg2 — cfz. On the other hand,

if 2^ C cfz = \Jy<z cfy, then % ç cfy, some y < z. We previously noted

that ôy is the unique open dense orbit inside cfy, so y <k Sy. We claim

that ôy <k Sz, which would establish (**). This follows from the fact that

the simple reflections that generate the weak order on W^ likewise gives weak

relations in the <K order between the ôu 's, u e \NP . In other words, suppose

we have a chain

U < USi{x] < USi{X)Si{2) < < USi{x) ■ --Suk)

in Wp , with Si(j) G S. Then we have

Su <K  àusm <K  <>us¡ms¡{2) <K    • ■ <K Sus¡m...Sm.

Next by (1.1), we see that

/ \       / \

%-w=\jcfy = c?wUl      y      ffy  u y      0y\

y<w \y<w;l(y)=l{w)-X       j \y<w ;l(y)<l(w)-X       j

It is a special property of the posets Wp that {y|y < w and l{y) = liw) - 1} =

{ws\s e Sw} , where S^ is the set defined prior to (1.2). This amounts to the
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following special fact for Hermitian symmetric Bruhat posets: the weak order

determined by S on \NP and the standard order it generates on \NP coincide;

see [6, 11]. So, we obtain

Ww = &w U (   U  C^s J •
\i€S„ /

If we now recall (**) and let y <k Sw , it follows that 2^ Çcfw if and only if

^ÇÇcfws for all seSw if and only if y j<K Sws for all seSw ; this proves (1.2).

Fix a prime p ^ 2 and a prime power q = pr, for which G, P, B and all
the above orbits have "good reduction" to varieties G9 , P, , B9 , etc., all defined

over kq = an algebraic closure of the finite field F9 of q elements; such is true

for almost all prime powers q. As in [4] we obtain

[ICi^))=Y,Py,wiu)\Cfy,
y<w

where 1^ is a one-dimensional P?-equivariant sheaf of one-dimensional /-adic

vector spaces on <fy and [IC(tfw)] is the Euler characteristic of the intersection

cohomology complex attached to the orbit closure; see the discussion preceeding

[4, (3.28)]. It is important to note that there are no "negative terms" in this

characteristic, because of the parity result on intersection cohomology. This

takes place in the setting Perv(P) of perverse /-adic sheaves constructible with

respect to a P-orbit stratification. If we work instead with a category Perv(K)

of perverse /-adic sheaves constructible with respect to the K-orbit stratification

on 33 , as in [8], then

7<kSw

By (1.1), f£> \Jy<w&w = ~C%, and IC(c^) lie in the category Perv(K). We

can then use (1.2) to compare terms and arrive at (1.3).

Remark. T. A. Springer pointed out the following alternate argument for (1.3):

First, from generalities about perverse sheaves, the perverse extension IC(\&w)

of the constant sheaf \@w on cfw (i.e. the intersection cohomology complex of

cfw ) is the same as the perverse extension of the constant sheaf on the open

dense subset Wgw . One now notes that the restriction of IC(\&w) to all cfy

with y < w is constant, so the restriction of IC(l^w) to "zVy (y <% aw) is

constant, and is the same as the restriction of /C(l^) to cfx(y) ; this implies

Qy,Sw(u) = Ph{y),w(u) .

2. Examples

(2.1) The case of SL2(E). Throughout this paragraph, assume G = SL2K. In
Table 1 we have parametrized the P and K orbit decompositions of 33 . We

have labeled the weak order relations in the posets Wp and V with the letter

" s ", referring to the unique simple reflection in S. The levels of the poset

are sympathetic to the underlying length function / on each poset. Using the
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Table 1. P-orbits and K-orbits for SL2M.

W^

&e       %+

length

%. 0
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notation of Table 1, if n(ô+) is a holomorphic discrete series for the complex
structure determined by P, the map A is determined by:   cfe = 2^+ ; tfs =

(2.2) The case of SU(2, 2). Throughout this paragraph, assume G = SU(2, 2).
In Table 2 we have parametrized the P and K orbit decompositions of 33.

We have labeled the weak order relations in the posets Wp and V with solid
lines and an accompanying index i, referring to the standard enumeration of

the simple reflections s¡ in S given by the labeled Dynkin diagram

0—0-0.
sx    s2    s3

As noted in one of the above proofs, the weak order on \NP coincides with

the standard order. In the case of <k , we have drawn in the additional order

relations with dotted lines. The levels of the poset are sympathetic to the un-

derlying length function / on each poset. Using the notation of Table 2, if

ñ(o¿) is a holomorphic discrete series for the complex structure determined by
P, we see the map A is determined by Table 3.

Finally, we want to translate (1.3) in this setting. Consider the K-orbit 2^20

and the P-orbit cfSlS^ in Table 2. From [4, (3.24)] or [6] we find

1 if y e {S2S1S3 » s2sx, s2s3, s2},

siS](u) = ^  l + u      ify = e,

0 otherwise.

From (1.3) and Table 3 it follows that

Qy,SiÁu) = '

(i       if y = Sj,

7'e{2,3,5,6,8,9,10, 11,12, 15,16,17,20},

I +u   if y = ¿4,

, 0 otherwise.
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Table 2. P-orbits and K-orbits for SU(2, 2)

W V length

r*,

%   %   z\\
X

/   \

»J3

n   <r,   t,   t>   -^

Table 3. Decomposition of P-orbits into K-orbits.

P-orbit     K-orbit decomposition

'«**« 3%. U ̂  U ^.. U ̂ ,3 u ^14 u 3% u 3$

¿M« ^20U^15U^8U^,0U^3

¿M ^16U^9U^2

^ ^4
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